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Northumberland Senior Women’s team travelled to Workington RFC on Sunday 28th April for their opening match in this 

season’s Gill Burns County Championship against Cumbria Senior Women. Thankfully, Storm Hannah had abated and we had 

a warm, dry afternoon with Cumbria at full match squad size whilst Northumberland did not quite have the same numbers. 

Surprisingly, given the pathway to potential higher representative honours, the Northumberland squad contained only one 

representative (Olivia Rowe) from the present players of either Northumbria or Newcastle Universities and so were reliant on 

a major contribution to the team from Novos Women with others from DMP Sharks (though some players from Newcastle 

University had attended training sessions). 

The early stages of the game suggested that both sides were still trying to adapt to playing with each other and a fifth minute 

injury to Northumberland prop Sally Reay meant an early entry into the match for Lauren Battersby. With neither side able to 

breach defences nor able to capitalise on unforced errors it was no surprise that as we approached half-time there was no 

score. However, as we entered the final minute of the half, prop forward Jess Richards capitalised on some determined 

forward play to crash over for Northumberland’s opening try. (Jess would later claim to her watching grandfather that her try 

came from a solo twenty-four metre break!).  

During the half-time break, words of advice and a 

sprinkling of magic dust from coach Ian Moralee saw 

Northumberland begin the second period in much more 

determined fashion. Some dangerous high tackling from 

Cumbria eventually ended with a Yellow Card for their 

wing, Hannah Farrell and Northumberland soon 

capitalised on having the extra player with their centre 

Linzi Taylor scoring  out on the left in the 46th minute 

with Lauren Roberts adding the two extra points. From 

the re-start Cumbria pressed forward but turnover ball allowed Northumberland to again work the ball out to their left for a 

try by full-back Emily Oliver on 50 minutes. This was followed almost immediately by another attack down the left wing for 

centre Zoe Hornby to take the score to twenty-two – nil to Northumberland. Fellow centre Linzi Taylor then scored her 

second try of the afternoon in the 56th minute. 

Northumberland were now rampant and moving the ball as quickly as possible out to their wings with scrum-half and captain 

Caitlin Sedgeworth orchestrating the play. Emily Oliver was the beneficiary of this, scoring her second try, converted by 

Lauren Roberts to put their side thirty-four points ahead. As we moved into the final ten minutes, a steal from a Cumbria 

lineout allowed for another break down the left for Emily Oliver (earning her the Player of the Match Award). This was closely 

followed by the last try of the afternoon on 77 minutes by Olivia Rowe to bring Northumberland to forty-four points. 

Northumberland resume their campaign against Yorkshire Women on Saturday 4th May at Morpeth RFC with a 2-00pm kick-

off.  

 

 

 


